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ORIGINAL ARTICLE

USEFULNESS OF ULTRAVIOLET-MICROSCOPIC SPECTROSCOPY ON 
UNSTAINED CELLS BY LIQUID-BASED CYTOLOGY FOR OBJECTIVE 
DIFFERENTIATION BETWEEN NON-CANCER FROM CANCER CELLS

Haruhiko Yoshioka1），Keita Hoshiai1），Toshiya Nakamura2，3），Tatsusuke Sato4），
Kiyotada Washiya1）， and Jun Watanabe1，3）

Abstract　Object: To investigate the usefulness of ultraviolet-microscopic spectroscopy （UV-MS） of unstained cells 
by liquid-based cytology （LBC） to objectively differentiate non-cancer from cancer cells. Study Design: Cultured 
cells were used as the sample cells: 100 non-cancer cells and 200 cancer cells. The sample measurement region 
was a 166.4-μm2 area in the nuclear region of sample cells. On UV-MS, data of 260, 280, 300, 320, and 340 nm were 
extracted from the transmittance spectrum of 260-350-nm ultraviolet （UV） wavelengths and analyzed. Result: At a 
300-nm UV wavelength, transmittances in non-cancer and cancer cells were 79.7±5.0 and 64.1±5.0%, respectively, 
being signifi cantly lower in cancer cells （P<0.01）. On discriminant analysis, a linear discriminant function: Z=0.61 x 
transmittance （300 nm） - 44.02, was obtained. When the function value is positive and negative, the cell is judged as 
a cancer or non-cancer cell, respectively. The accuracy of this linear discriminant function was 96.3%, sensitivity was 
98.0%, specifi city was 93.0%. Conclusions: UV-MS on unstained cells by LBC yields an objective value to discriminate 
non-cancer from cancer cells. Since LBC is a sample processing procedure which will be increasingly used in the 
future, we are planning to further investigate its applicability to clinical specimens based on this study. 
 Hirosaki Med．J.　65：82―94，2014
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原　著

がん細胞と非がん細胞の鑑別における無染色の液状処理細胞診を用いた
紫外顕微分光法の有用性

吉　岡　治　彦1）　　星　合　桂　太1）　　中　村　敏　也2，3）　　佐　藤　達　資4）

　鷲　谷　清　忠1）　　渡　邉　　　純1，3）

抄録　非がん細胞とがん細胞の客観的な鑑別指標を得るため，無染色の液状処理細胞診（Liquid-based Cytology; LBC
法）を材料とした紫外顕微分光法（Ultraviolet-Microscopic Spectroscopy; UV-MS 法）の有用性を検証した．材料は非が
ん細胞100個，がん細胞200個の合計300個の培養細胞である．UV-MS 法において測定領域は核内領域の166.4 μm2 （12.9 
μm×12.9 μm），解析データは紫外線波長260～350 nm の透過率スペクトルから260 nm, 280 nm, 300 nm, 320 nm, 340 
nm のデータを抽出した．その結果，紫外線波長300 nm において非がん細胞の透過率は79.7±5.0%，がん細胞は64.1±5.0%
であり，がん細胞は有意（P<0.01）に低くなった．さらに判別分析の結果，判別関数　Z=0.61×transimittance（300 nm） - 
44.02　判別的中率: 96.3%，係数の p 値: < 0.01以下で有意に強く判別に関わることが分かった．
　無染色の LBC 法を用いた UV-MS 法は，非がん細胞とがん細胞の鑑別に客観的な価値を与えることが分かった．LBC
法は世界的に需要の高い処理となっており，本研究を基盤に臨床材料に応用できるか更に検討を進めたい．
 弘前医学　65：82―94，2014
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Introduction
　 Liquid-based cytology （LBC） has recently 
been used frequently in the cytology field, 
and it is no exaggeration to say that it is 
a revolution in sample processing. As the 
characteristics of this method, it detects low-
grade squamous intraepithelial lesion （LSIL） 
or more severe lesions at a high sensitivity and 
accuracy, microscopic observation is readily 
performed because the cell distribution is 
homogenous and stainability is consistent, and 
the time required for observation is shortened 
because the visual fi eld is limited1-6）. In addition, 
it has become possible to additionally perform 
immunocytochemistry and gene analysis after 
making a diagnosis of the cell morphology 
using the residual sample in the LBC solution 
vial, showing that the clinical advantage of 
LBC can widely contribute to Ki- 67 antibody 

（MIB-1） index-based malignancy judgment, the 
detection of Human papillomavirus （HPV）, and 
judgment of the effect of molecular targeted 
therapy of Human epidermal growth factor 
receptor 2 （HER-2） and Epidermal growth 
factor receptor （EGFR）, in addition to cytology. 
As disadvantages of LBC, rounding, atrophy, 
and paling of the nuclei readily occur due to 
liquefaction of the cell morphology, compared 
to  the convent iona l  sample process ing 
method, and reduction of necrotized materials 
and inflammatory cells are observed in the 
background7-12） . Therefore, establishment of 
specifi c judgment criteria for LBC and those of 
adenocarcinoma cells with poor nuclear atypia 
is needed. 
 　Ultraviolet-microscopic spectroscopy （UV-
MS） is a spectrum analysis method widely 
used in absorption spectrophotometry13） and 
fluorescence spectroscopy14） in the organic 
chemistry field. Aqueous solution is used as a 
solvent in many samples of UV-MS, and only 
a few studies have directly used cells as a 

sample. In recent studies, Zeskind et al. 15） and 
Cheung et al. 16） used unfixed viable cultured 
cells as samples, showing that the analysis 
of intracellular nucleic acids and proteins is 
possible by measuring the absorbance at 260- 
and 280-nm UV wavelengths. 
　 The objective of this study was to perform 
UV-MS analysis of cultured cells processed by 
LBC, which has not been performed in previous 
studies, and investigate objective diff erentiation 
between non-cancer and cancer cells. The future 
objective of this study is to apply this procedure 
to clinical cases difficult to differentiate, and 
establish an objective index to identify cancer 
cells. 

Materials and Methods
 　Cell samples by LBC

 　Six types of cultured cell were used as 
samples: human skin fi broblasts （NHDF）17） and 
African green monkey kidney cells （COS-7）18） 
as non-cancer cell-derived cells, and human lung 
cancer cells （A549）19）, human breast cancer cells 

（MCF-7）20）, human colon cancer cells （LS-180）21）, 
and human gastric cancer cells （KATOIII）22） as 
cancer cells. 
　 Trypsin-treated cultured cells （1 x 106 /ml） 
of each cell line in 1 ml of culture medium were 
combined with 9 ml of LBC solution, ThinPrep 
PreservCyt （ThinPrep, HOLOGIC Japan, Tokyo, 
Japan）, to prepare 10 ml of suspension, and the 
suspension was kept standing overnight.  
 　Samples were processed for UV-MS as 
follows: From a suspension of each sample, 
5-ml aliquots were distributed into 15 ml tube, 
centrifuged at 1,500 rpm for 2 minutes using 
Cyto-Tec Cytocentrifuge （Model CF-127, 
Sakura, Tokyo, Japan）, and directly smeared 
on a quartz glass （Technical, Aomori, Japan）. 
The smear was subjected to wet fixation in 
95% ethanol for 30 minutes, and sealed with a 
quartz cover glass （Technical） using a glycerin 
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mounting agent without staining. 
　 For conventional Papanicolaou staining, 
samples were similarly processed by LBC. The 
procedure diff ered thereafter: Conventional slide 
glasses for light microscopy （FINE FROST, 
MATUNAMI, Tokyo, Japan） were used for 
the direct smearing of samples centrifuged 
at 1,500 rpm for 2 minutes （Cyto-Tec）. After 
direct smearing, the slides were subjected to 
wet fi xation in 95% ethanol for 30 minutes and 
then stained by conventional Papanicolaou. The 
stained cells are shown in Figure 1. 

　 Lambert-Beer law

 　This UV-MS involves the application of 
light absorption and absorption spectroscopy 
used in the analytical chemistry field to LBC. 
The principle of light absorption in analytical 
chemistry, the Lambert-Beer law, is as follows: 
　 The principle of absorbance measurement 
is measurement of the light absorbed when 
a monochromatic l ight passes through a 
sample. When a sample with a concentration, 
c （c mM）, is added into an absorption cell, a 
monochromatic light with an intensity of I0 
passes through an optical path length, l, and the 

Figure 1  Papanicolaou-stained cells by LBC
　　　　　Non-cancer cells: NHDF （a）, COS-7 （b）, Cancer cells: LS-180 （c）, MCF-7 

（d）, A549 （e）, KatoIII （f）
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intensity becomes I.    is termed transmittance 
and expressed as T. When this is presented 
as a percentage, it is termed the percent 
transmittance and expressed as T%.              is

termed absorbance and expressed as A . 
Accordingly: 

 （1）

ε is termed the ext inct ion coef f ic ient . 
Absorbance is proportional to the passing 
distance of light and concentration of the 
solution. This is the Lambert-Beer law.
 　With  minor  except i ons ,  the  sum o f 
concentrations of different chemical species 
is measured as absorbance. Thus, there is 
additivity, and the absorbance of a sample 
containing n absorption activities is presented 
as follows: 

 （2）
　 Us ing  mu l t i f unc t i ona l  s o f tware  f o r 
spectroscopy （Ocean Photonics ,  Japan）, 
transmittance, T%, was measured on assumption 
that this equation is true. 

 　UV-MS system 
　 A schema of the UV-MS system is shown in 
Figure 2. 

 　Light source (MAX-302, ASAHIBUNKOU, Tokyo, 

JAPAN)

 　For the light source lamp, a 300-W xenon 
lamp with an emission spectrum over a broad 
continuous wavelength range （250-1,000 nm） 
was used. The durability of the lamp is 500 
hours, and this study was performed within 
this period. For the cooling system of the light 
source lamp, a forced air-cooling and exhaust 
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Figure 2  Schematic diagram of UV-MS system 
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system was employed, which improved the 
continuous irradiation durability of the light 
source and variation without reducing the light 
quantity, even though irradiation at 100% was 
continued for 2 hours. The quantity of the light 
could be changed in 1% increments from 5 to 
100%. A low light quantity （30%） was adopted 
because the stability of the light source at this 
level is optimal and cellular damage is minimal. 
　 For the intermediate filter of the light 
source, a UV-mirror module was set to select 
UV wavelengths from the broad continuous 
wavelength range of the light source. Since a 
high-performance cold mirror is used in the 
UV-mirror module, unnecessary heating is 
completely inhibited, and the stray light level 
is extremely low, as characteristics of the UV-
mirror module. 
 　For the second filter in the optical path 
in the l ight source device ,  MAX-302 ,  a 
350-nm-wavelength cut-off filter was used. A 
characteristic of the 350-nm-wavelength cut-
off filter is its capability of simultaneously 
measuring the transmittances of continuous 
wavelengths （250-350 nm）. The light quantity 
condition for transmittance measurement is 
identical for all continuous wavelengths, and this 
is its major characteristic. The disadvantage 
of this filter is its low contrast in absorption 
images compared to that using a band-pass 
filter. The specificity is high in absorption 
images acquired using a band-pass filter 
because the images are acquired at a specific 
band wavelength. In contrast, the band width of 
the output wavelength with a long wavelength 
cut-off  fi lter is large, which increases absorbed 
substances and widens the absorption region, 
reducing image specifi city 
　 Light from the light source, MAX-302, 
passes through a quartz fiber cable, enters a 
quartz condenser lens in the UV-MS device, 
and condenses. The light enters from below 
a sample slide set on the stage. The light is 

partially absorbed by sample cells and the 
remaining light penetrates them. The light 
penetrating the sample enters and is magnifi ed 
by a quartz objective lens, and enters the half 
mirror. The light is then divided equally in 
two by the half mirror. One division enters a 
UV-sensitive CCD camera for acquiring UV 
images, and the other enters a quartz cable 
connected to a spectrophotometer. Using the 
half mirror, observation of UV absorption 
images and measurement of the transmittance 
of each wavelength in the sample region can be 
simultaneously performed in real time. 

 　Spectroscope (Figure 2)

 　Light penetrating the sample region enters a 
high-sensitivity fi ber multichannel spectroscope 

（QE65000, Ocean Photonics, Tokyo, Japan） 
through the half mirror and quartz fi ber cable. 
Refl ection grating was employed for continuous 
spectrum spectroscopy using this spectroscope. 
The photo detector is an electronic cooling 
back-illuminated FFT-CCD area image sensor, 
and the number of eff ective pixels was 1,024 x 
58/24.5 μm square. The range of wavelength 
measurement of this spectroscope is 200-1,100 
nm and dependent on 14 types of grating. For 
the spectroscope analysis software, OP wave+ 

（Ocean Photonics） was used. 

　 Sample region to detect spectra

 　The measurement range is set so as to 
allow the transmitted light to pass through the 
nuclear region. In the UV-MS system, the range 
was set by adjusting the Spot-Wide Area Shield 

（Figure 2）. Area Shield was positioned along 
the quartz fiber between the half mirror and 
spectroscope. Area Shield adjusts the light by 
blocking it with 4 shields in 4 directions. The 
measurement range was set as follows: Light in 
the quartz fi ber connected to the spectroscope 
was passed in a direction opposite to normal 

（Figure 2, a green arrow）. The light output in 
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the opposite direction while adjusting the Area 
Shield position was refl ected by the half mirror 
and descended. It was then epi-illuminated on 
the slide glass set on the stage and reflected. 
The light refl ected by the slide glass ascended 
to the objective lens, passed through the 
half mirror, and was output into the image-
acquiring camera. The target sample area can 
be confi rmed in this glass-refl ected image. The 
magnification of the objective lens to acquire 
data was 10 times. For observation of nuclear 
findings and confirmation of the nucleoli, a 
40x objective lens was used. When fine re-
adjustment of the area was necessary, Area 
Shield was adjusted. The measurement area can 
involve a single focal point or a large tissue, but 
the area is a square or rectangle because the 
light is shielded in 4 directions, and so it is not 
suffi  ciently applicable for curved regions, which 
is a disadvantage of Area Shield. 
　 The sample measurement area （166.4 μm2 

（12.9 x 12.9 μm）） was the same in all cells 
in this study. The measurement area mostly 
covered the nucleus, but, strictly, it does not 
cover the total volume of the nucleus. 

 　Basic setting for UV-MS measurement

　 The spectroscope was set as follows: After 
turning on the main unit power, the spectrum 
integration time, mean number of measurements, 
and number of smoothing operations were set 
at 100 msec, once, and 20, respectively, on the 
setup screen of multifunctional software for 
spectroscopy, OP wave+. The spectroscope 
was warmed up for 15 minutes to stabilize the 
cooling motor. Calibration of the wavelength 
for UV transmittance and noise correction 
were performed as follows: In the calibration, 
the UV-MS conditions for transmittance 
measurement and imaging were adjusted. It 
is not necessary to calibrate the wavelength 
in each measurement. It was performed once 
every time the sample slide was changed. The 

dark signal was saved while shielding the light 
entering the spectroscope to eliminate negative 
dark signals. This procedure cancels out electric 
noise of the spectroscopy system. The xenon 
light source was turned on and warmed up 
for 15 minutes. Then, a reference serving as 
the standard for transmittance measurement 
was established. The reference served as the 
standard 100% transmittance. 

 　Measurement method using the transmittance 

measurement mode

　 After the basic setting of the spectroscope 
described above, a sample slide was set on the 
stage of the microscope, and the mode of the 
multifunctional software for spectroscopy OP 
wave+ was switched to that for transmittance 
measurement .  To control transmittance 
measurement of  samples ,  the fo l lowing 
procedure was performed for each sample. 
Measurements of 0 and 100% transmittance 
control areas were set at sites very close to the 
sample cell, which eliminated the transmittance 
of substances around the sample cell and 
enabled setting the 100% transmittance baseline.
 　The measurement area was then moved 
from the control to the sample measurement 
site while observing the UV absorption image. 
A sample cell was selected while confirming 
that the measurement area was included in the 
nuclear region, the cell was not overlapped with 
other cells, and the nuclei was not atrophied, 
swollen, or crushed due to cell degeneration. 
In transmittance measurement of  each 
sample, a Bit-Map UV absorption images of 
the measurement region were acquired using 
imaging software （Basico, CLARO）. From the 
UV transmittance spectrum obtained using 
OP wave+, the measured transmittance values 
of UV wavelengths of 260, 280, 300, and 320 
nm were saved as Excel data. The number of 
measured cells was 50 in each cell line, with 
300 cells in total: 100 non-cancer and 200 cancer 
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cells. 

　 Statistical analysis 
 　In non-cancer and cancer cells, the UV 
transmittance was determined at 20-nm intervals 
in the continuous spectrum from 260 to 340 nm, 
and the means and standard deviations were 
determined. The normality of the distribution 
in the non-cancer and cancer cells was analyzed 
at each UV wavelength using the Shapiro-Wilk 
test. When the distribution was not normal, the 
significance of differences between the non-
cancer and cancer cells was analyzed using the 
Mann-Whitney U test. These analyses were 
performed using the statistical analysis software 
SPSS 16.0j. 
　 The accuracy of discrimination of the non-
cancer and cancer cells was investigated 
employ ing d iscr iminant  ana lys i s  us ing 
multivariate analysis software, Mulcel 23）. 
The objective of discriminant analysis is to 
prepare a rule for discrimination. For example, 
in discriminant analysis using distance, when 
values of variates （n=p）: X1, X2, ・・・ Xp, 
are observed in 2 groups of samples, a rule 
is prepared to determine which group an 
observed value, X, belongs to. Designating 
the mean vector of the distributions of the 2 
populations as μ1 and μ2, respectively, and the 
variance-covariance matrices as Σ1 and Σ2, 
respectively, the distance between the center of 
gravity （mean vector） and X is determined to 
include X in the closer group. For the distance, 
Mahalanobis' generalized distance, calculated in 
consideration of the variance of and correlation 
between variates, was used: 

                       （k=1, 2）        （3）
On the assumption that the 2 groups are 
normal populations of multiple variates and 
their variance-covariance matrices are equal, 
using the observed value as the estimate of 
the population, the coordinates of the centers 

of gravity of the groups,     and     , are the 
means of variates X1, X2, …, Xp, the variance-
covariance matrix is the pooled variance-
covariance matrices of the 2 groups, S1 and S2,

                                 （n1 and n2 represent 

the numbers of data of the groups, respectively）. 
Mahalanobis' generalized distance is calculated 
from these using the equation below: 

  （k=1, 2）         （4）

When D2
2 D1

2, X is judged as belonging to 
Group 1. 
When D2

2< D1
2, X is judged as belonging to 

Group 2. 
　 Designating 　　　　　　 , discrimination is 
determined based on the positivity or negativity 
of Z in this rule. 
　 A test of homogeneity was performed （Box’s 
M test） to investigate whether the variance of 
variates X1, X2, …, Xp and correlations between 
variates are equal between the 2 groups. When 
these are equal, Z is presented as the following 
linear equation: 

 （5）

Z of  equat ion （5） is termed the l inear 
discriminant function. The level of contribution of 
each variate to the obtained linear discriminant 
function is judged by testing the coefficient of 
equation （5）, ai. Null hypothesis, H0: ai=0, and 
alternative hypothesis, H1: ai≠0, were tested, for 
which the statistics using squared Mahalanobis' 
distance （4） followed the F distribution at 
one degree of freedom （1, n1+n2-p-1）. From 
the results of discrimination, the accuracy （= 
number of true positive cells + true negative 
cells/total number）, sensitivity （=number of 
true positive cells/number of diseased cells）, 
and specifi city （=number of true negative cells/
number of non-diseased cells） were determined. 
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Results
 　UV (250-350 nm) absorption images acquired 

using a 350-nm-wavelength cut-off fi lter 

 　Figure 3 shows the UV （250-350 nm） 
absorption images acquired using the 350-nm-
wavelength cut-off  fi lter （scale: 20 μm）. Squares 
represent measurement areas （166.4 μm2 （12.9 
x 12.9 μm））. The sample nuclear measurement 
and 100% transmittance reference regions are 
presented （the colors of the lines correspond 

to those of outline of the light microscopic 
images in Figure 1）. The shade and light of the 
absorption images of the cells represent high 
and low absorption of 250-350-nm UV light, 
respectively. In all cells, absorption was noted in 
not only the chromatin but also nuclear matrices 
and nucleolar regions in the nuclei, but it was 
difficult to identify a characteristic feature of 
cancer cells in these absorption images. 

　 UV (250-350 nm) absorption spectrum of each cell 
 　The mean and standard deviat ion of 

Figure 3  UV absorption images of unstained cells acquired using a 350-nm-wavelength 
cut-off  fi lter

　　　　　Non-cancer cells: NHDF （a）, COS-7 （b）, Cancer cells: LS-180 （c）, MCF-7 （d）, 
A549 （e）, KatoIII （f）
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transmittance measured in 50 cells of each cell 
line are shown in Figure 4. The transmittance 
was lower in cancer （n=200） than in non-
cancer （n=100） cells at all wavelengths, and 
the waveforms of the spectra were similar, but 
slight concavo-convex diff erences were noted. 
　 The significance of differences in the 
transmittances of 260, 280, 300, 320, and 340 
nm between non-cancer and cancer cells was 
analyzed （Table 1）. Firstly, at each wavelength, 
the normality of the distribution of non-cancer 
and cancer cell preparations was investigated 

using the Shapiro-Wilk test. At all wavelengths, 
the signifi cance level was p<0.05 in at least one 
of the 2 groups, showing a distribution deviating 
from normal. Thus, analysis was performed 
using a nonparametric method, Mann-Whitney 
U test （Table 1）, and the p-value was less 
than 0.01 at all wavelengths, showing that the 
transmittances of all wavelengths of 260, 280, 
300, 320, and 340 nm were signifi cantly lower in 
cancer than in non-cancer cells. 
 　Since signifi cant diff erences between the non-
cancer and cancer cells were detected by UV-

Figure 4  Comparison of the UV transmittance of unstained cultured cells （n=300） 
measured using a 350-nm-wavelength cut-off  fi lter

　　　　　Non-cancer cells: NHDF, COS-7. Cancer cells: LS-180, MCF-7, A549, 
KatoIII.
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Table 1  Comparison of the transmittance measured using the UV-MS between 
　　　　　non-cancer and cancer cells

Wavelength （nm） Transmittance （mean±SD）% P-valueNon-cancer cells （n=100）Cancer cells （n=200）
260 69.0 ± 7.9 49.4 ± 6.6
280 71.8 ± 6.8 53.1 ± 6.1
300 79.7 ± 5.0 64.1 ± 5.0 < 0.01
320 83.7 ± 4.3 70.7 ± 4.7
340 87.1 ± 3.8 75.5 ± 4.5
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MS, the discrimination function to distinguish 
the 2 cell groups was determined using a 
multivariate analysis method, discriminant 
analysis. At each test wavelength employed for 
the discrimination （260, 280, 300, 320, and 340 
nm）, the homogeneity of the variance-covariance 
matrix between the non-cancer and cancer cell 
groups was investigated using Box’s M test 

（Table 2）. At all test wavelengths, the p-value 
was greater than 0.05, showing that there was 
no diff erence in the variance-covariance matrix 
between the non-cancer and cancer cells （i.e., 
the variance-covariance matrices were equal）. 
Thus, multivariate analysis （discriminant 
analysis） was performed using the linear 
discriminant function, equation （5）. When the 
coefficient of the linear discriminant function 
was tested, the p-value of the coefficient of 
discrimination function was less than 0.01 at 
all test wavelengths, showing significance 
at a level of 1% （Table 2）. Therefore, it was 
clarified that the coefficient of each linear 
discriminant function is closely involved in the 
discrimination. The discrimination using the 
wavelength spectrum and UV-MS was useful 

to differentiate LBC-processed cultured cancer 
cells. The accuracy of discrimination using the 
linear discriminant function at each wavelength 
was investigated （Table 3）. The accuracy was 
the highest at 300 nm.
　 The linear discriminant function of the 
transmittance of the 300-nm wavelength was 
established as follows: 
　 Z=0.61 x transmittance （300 nm） - 44.02 （6）
The accuracy of this linear discriminant 
function was 96.3%, and the sensitivity and 
specifi city were 98.0 and 93.0%, respectively. It 
was shown that when the transmittance of 300 
nm in sample X is assigned in this formula, and 
a positive value is obtained, the cell is judged 
as cancerous, and when it is negative, the cell is 
judged as non-cancerous. 

Discussion
　 The usefulness of UV-MS of LBC-processed 
unstained cells for objective differentiation 
between non-cancer and cancer cells was 
investigated, and a discrimination function with 
accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of 96.3, 

Table 2  Homogeneity of variance-covariance matrices of non-cancer and cancer cells and 
　　　　 discrimination function formula for each wavelength

Test wavelength 
（nm）

Homogeneity of 
variance-covariance 
matrix （p-value）

Linear discriminant function
Test of coeffi  cient of 
linear discriminant 
function （p-value）

260 0.05 Z=0.39 x T （260 nm） - 23.21
280 0.22 Z=0.46 x T （280 nm） - 28.69
300 0.99 Z=0.61 x T （300 nm） - 44.02 < 0.01
320 0.31 Z=0.62 x T （320 nm） - 47.64
340 0.07 Z=0.64 x T （340 nm） - 51.91

T: transmittance

Table 3  Evaluation of cancer cell discrimination in LBC-processed cells using the UV-MS

Test wavelength （nm） Evaluation of discriminant analysis （n=300）
Accuracy （%） Sensitivity （%） Specifi city （%）

260 93.7 96.5 88.0
280 93.0 96.0 87.0
300 96.3 98.0 93.0
320 94.7 96.0 92.0
340 92.7 92.5 93.0
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98.0, and 93.0%, respectively, was obtained （6）. 
The parameter of this discrimination was the 
transmittance of 300-nm-wavelength UV light. 
To our knowledge, there has been no previous 
report combining the fol lowing 3 points 
concerning a method to discriminate between 
non-cancer and cancer cells: 1） A parameter 
serving as an objective index of UV-MS was 
identified, 2） UV-MS could be applied for 
cytology, and 3） cell materials processed with 
LBC could be used for UV-MS.
　 Lakowicz et al. 14） reported phenylalanine 

（260 nm）, tyrosine （275 nm）, tryptophan （295 
nm）, and NADH （340 nm） as substances with 
specific UV absorbance. In our study, UV 
transmittance was lower in cancer than in non-
cancer cells, suggesting that cancer cells contain 
more UV-absorbing substances. Although no 
specific substance could be identified in this 
study, it was strongly suggested that various 
UV-absorbing materials described above 
were mixed. Organic chemical14） and mass 
spectrometric analyses13） using cell materials 
are necessary.  
　 Zeskind et al. 15） and Cheung et al. 16） reported 
UV-MS using unfixed cultured viable cells as 
samples. They demonstrated the intracellular 
nucleic acid and protein levels by analyzing the 
pixel intensity in absorption images of cultured 
viable cells at UV wavelengths of 260 and 280 
nm. We used our original device developed for 
this UV-MS. The advantage of this microscope 
is its capability of simultaneously observing 
the UV absorption image and measuring the 
UV spectrum. The fact that investigation 
can be performed while observing the UV 
absorption image may facilitate the application 
of morphological information acquired in the 
cytology field for differentiation between 
non-cancer and cancer cells. Investigation of 
differences between the UV absorption and 
Papanicolaou- and Giemsa-stained images may 
be useful to improve the accuracy of diagnostic 

discrimination in the future. However, this 
device has a disadvantage: adjustment of the 
sample measurement area using shields in 4 
directions. Since the shape of the measurement 
area is mainly square or rectangular, spectra 
corresponding to round and oval areas cannot 
be acquired, remaining as a task of device 
development in the future. But we confirmed 
that there was no significant difference of the 
ratio of the measured fi eld to the nuclear region 
between non-cancer and cancer cells using the 
images of Papanicolaou staining samples.
 　For sample preparation for UV-MS, we could 
demonstrate the usefulness of applying LBC. 
Zeskind et al. 15） and Cheung et al. 16） pointed 
out cytopathy due to the toxicity of UV light for 
unfi xed cultured viable cells of samples. In our 
study, the UV transmittance was measurable 
even though UV light was irradiated for a time 
sufficient to observe UV absorption images, 
and this may be due to the fixation of cells 
in LBC. In cytology mainly using images of 
Papanicolaou-stained cells, wet fi xation with 95% 
ethanol solution is essential. Processing by LBC 
has recently been frequently used. Significant 
discrimination between non-cancer and cancer 
cells was possible in the LBC-processed samples, 
and this may promote the application of UV-
microscopic spectroscopy for clinical cytology. 
This study using cultured cells as samples 
is a basic study of the application for clinical 
cytology, and we are planning to advance 
the study using clinical samples from actual 
patients. 
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